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It. gives me great pleasure to address this international

nuclear conference sponsored jointly by the Canadian Nucletir

Association and The Uranium Institute. The company with which

I am associated happened to play a role in the original founding

of both organizations, and we have a long association with

each of them. The focus on uranium in the conference theme and

the venue are most appropriate. Saskatchewan has been the

center of exciting uranium discoveries and developments in recent

years.

My assignment here today is to consider rather briefly the

i ntornat i.onal uranium ncc-.n^ from an Eastern Canadian perspective.

The Eastern Canadian perspective is based on some 30 years of

continuous uranium mining operations :<.t Elliot Lake. It is also

based on the; direct experience of marketing uranium over the
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Kcimc period, mainly to export markets, including living

through the various cycles and peculiar difficulties and

complexities to which uranium is subject as a commodity.

By now everyone in the nuclear industry is well aware that

uranium occurrence:. , including economic deposits, are not

particulary scarce around the world. Uranium deposits occur

in many parts of Canada. Uranium mining in Canada had its

beginnings in this Province and the Northwest Territories.

However, today, and, for the foreseeable future there are

likely to be only two major Canadian production centers. One.

is the historic Elliot Lake uranium field in Ontario in the

KasL and the other is the result of more recent discoveries in

tho Athabasca Bas:in of this Province in the Wei:L.

Divergence;; between East and West, are part of the Canadian

mosaic, and uranium occurrences and urcuiiui.i production in Ontario

and Saskatchewan are no exception. In fact, within the other

major uranium producing countries there is probably no greater

disparity between different, uranium producing areas. As uranium-

b-.'iring regions both the Elliot Lake district and the Athabasca

RuLiin arc unique. The discovery of the Elliot Lake uranium

fit-Id in t.he mid-1950's resulted from the application of the

theory on the leanhing from near surface of significant uranium

Vdluo.'j evolved by Dr. Franc iJoubin, the renowncv geologist. It
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is a true field containiny a number of orebodics v;hich

originally supported 11 large integrated mines and mills. The

orebodie.s, including those which are essentially depleted, are,

or were, basically contiguous, being part of the same large

formation. All the mining is underground. Ore grades are

fairly low, but: economic extraction is improved by continuity

and uniformity of grades, stable ground conditions, and the

ability to mine and mill on a large scale with optimum efficiency.

Uranium mining and milling in the Elliot Lake area is now

continued by 2 companies, Denison Mines Limited and Rio Algom

Limited. The Denison mine is the largest underground uranium

mine in the world. Rio Algom operates 3 separate integrated

mines and mills, 2 in the northern part of the formation and 1

( in the south. The model town of Elliot Lake, with close to(

\ 20,000 inhabitants, is within easy reach of all the mining

operations and has long provided all the necessary infra-

structure and amenities for the mining and service communities.

It would ill behoove me to attempt to describe uranium mining

in Saskatchewan, which will properly be done by those better

qualified. I would simply point to the main obvious differences.

VIic: Elliot Lake district is an unusually large formation, as is

the Athabasca Basin. Since the recent closure: of the historic

leaver lodge mine, all the current mining is by open pit. Ore
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grades vary from relatively high to extraordinarily high by

international standards. Because of high ore grade, mining

and milling operations are quite small compared with those at

Elliot Lake. Infrastructure costs and logistics are clearly

less favourable than at Elliot Lake, but can be compensated

for by higher ore grade.

I have suggested that Elliot Lake and the Athabasca Basin

will be the only two Canadian production centers for the fore-

seeable future because no new mine production capacity, or new

production, will be needed in Canada, or anywhere else in the

world, for a considerable time to come. Uranium mine and mill

capacity already in place including idled capacity, especially

in the United Stales, far exceeds current and medium-term

demand despite a continued healthy rate of increase in demand

of some C per cent per annum. This is because the uranium

industry expanded rapidly during the 1970's based on electricity

consumption and nuclear station construction forecasts which

turned out to be too high. Recent additions to mine capacity

and to production in Australia and here in Canada have largely

offset the recent sharp drop by about one third in U.S. production.

Current world production continue'; to exceed current consumption

with coit.siequont additions to inventories, although as demand

increases we. are moving towards a better balance on current

account. MennwhNe la rye axeess inventories continue to over-
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hang the market and arc keeping spot uranium prices at a

sub-economic level for the vast majority of uranium producers.

These inventories are mainly in the hands of consumers and

would constitute about twice the level considered desirable.

With the passage of time the risk of further reactor

cancellations, especially in the United States, has diminished,

but there is still some potential for additions to consumer-

held uranium overhanging the market.

Under the.se circumstances it is unlikely that mine capacity

will be increased beyond what is already in place. It would

a! no be hard to imagine circumstances in the near term justifying

any ^lddiLions to productive capacity without the securing of

equivalent long-term sales contracts with reasonable pricing

provisions. By far the greatest quantity of uranium require-

ments not yet contracted for from now into the 1990's is in the

United States. Eastern Canadian producers, and most other

non-U.S. producers, are very familiar with the consequences of

pact U.S. import restrictions and the difficulty of selling

uranium into residual off-shore markets when the world's largest

single market is partly or wholly closed off. I am not

suggesting or forecasting that there will be new restrictions

on uranium imports into the United States. 1 would simply

tilludn to the fact that, the so-called "viability of the U.S.

uranium mining industry" has again become an issue subject to
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on-going review by the U.S. Administration. It. is a fact

i which adds another measure of uncertainty to a market which

I is doubtless still several years away from a reasonable

supply-demand balance even without any distortions brought

about artificially by trade restrictions.

An occupational hazard of 30 years of mining and exporting

— uranium from Eastern Canada is the tendency to view demand

and supply forecasts with unusual caution and to consider

predictions of imminent balance of supply and demand even with

scepticism. It might be remembered that to date uranium supply

has always; exceeded demand, even during those periods when the

j conventional wisdom and perception suggested imminent shortage.

Is a reasonable supply-demand balance for uranium a will-o'-

the wisp always just around the corner? Probably not, but the

achievement of bal.ince will clearly require the elimination of
i
! excess .inventories and the cessation of additions to inventory

i
excess from current production and from any premature additions
to existing capacity.

i
i
' Reasonable supply-demand balance is also a pre-condition to

reasoncible pricing stability. The current 2-tier pricing system

is of course the result of the continued imbalance. Fortunately

i for the survival of most of the uranium producers, utilities in

ycnornl buy most of their requirements on a long-term basis and
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recognize that to secure sufficient supplies they must pay

prices appropriately related to the actual costs of mining

and milling. The highly volatile spot market represents

only about 10 per cent of all yellowcake traded, but its

prices tend to have some effect on pricing of the main volume

of uranium sold on a long-term basis. It would be desirable

for spot prices also to be more representative of the economics

of producing the bulk of current production. For the past 3

years spot prices have been reflective of conditions of

distress selling, essentially at the margin.

This brings me to a brief consideration of Canadian federal

government involvement with uranium and policies affecting it

now and for the forosoec'ible future. Again, as old timers at

the game, Eastern product rs have long experience of dealing

v/ith the government on a myriad of matters affecting uranium.

We are familiar with the various interventions of government,

over time, some of which have been helpful and constructive

and some less so. Because government involvement and influence

are great, I believe it is important that those responsible

for uranium policy within the government understand as well as

possible the nature of the industry both within the country and

in its international context, as it: has always been, and is

likely to remain, primarily an export industry. Seen from one

Eastern producer's perspective, we; have the two basic, and very



disparate producing areas I have referred to. The disparate-

ness of the two areas compounds the government's difficulty in

formulating and implementing uranium policies, particularly

those affecting exports given that the question of adequacy

of supp]y for domestic nuclear stations has long since been

resolved. Uranium export policies and their implementation

obviously have to take into account the national interest and

not just the primary interests of one region.. A reasonable

way to start is to look at the assorts in question and their

national and regional value. The Athabasca Basin developments

to date arc already of great value both nationally and to the

Province of Saskatchewan. The mines would undoubtedly head the

list of the most competitive in the world. There is scope for

further mine development whenever justified by market conditions.

Speaking obviously with greater authority and more access to

detail on Elliot. Lake, I have the impression that the asset

value of our Eastern region has not had adequate assessment of

late. This is probably because the newer Saskatchewan producers

have, for obvious reasons, been much more active in the inter-

national marketplace in the past two years. Also there may be

perceptions, or misconceptions, about the degree of depletion

of the area's ore reserves and about the competitiveness of the

area ovi-r the longer tet.m. MainJy to dispel any misconceptions

T should like to note that the Elliot Lake district alone has
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to date produced and delivered about as much UUOg as the

approximately 270 million pounds supplied by virtually all of

the South Afi^ican gold and uranium mining industry since 1952.

The bulk of this past production has been sold to export

markets. Elliot Lake as a district and South Africa as a

nation were the 2 largest and earliest pioneers in export

market developments, including the formulation of long-term

supply agreements, which are the basis of well over 80 per

cent of all trade in yellowcake. Production from Elliot Lake

to date indeed represents a substantial depletion of ore

reserves, but, coincidentally, Denison Mines and Rio Algom

between them have forward sales commitments from the beginning"'

of 1984 of 268 million pounds, about the same quantity as that

already produced and delivered. Deliveries of this quantity

under long-term contracts extend well into the 21st century. Of

this quantity over 80 million pounds U.,0R from both companies

are committed under long-term export contracts. An order of

magnitude estimate of the value of these committed exports

would be approximately $3 billion in 1984 U.S. dollars. There

still remain significant additional reserves in the area beyond

these forward commitments. On the question of couipetitiveness

and speaking for Rio Algom only, we have little incentive or

need to soil into the market on a spot basis for as long as

distress spot, prices prevail. In corrjnon with most milling

coiijxinii1:; affected by thn recent business recession we have

i n ti o'iucocl and continue to implement stringent cost cutting
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measures at all our operations. At Elliot Lake wo have had'

some considerable success with the measures taken, it being

generally recognized that maximum efficiency in all sectors

of the operations must be maintained in order to offset the

one disadvantage of relatively low ore grades. Whenever the

nuirket does return to a better balance and to pricing

conditions more reflective of the economic needs of most

producers we fully expect to be in a position to add further

to the extensive long-term sales commitments we already have.

Based on its many years of continuous performance the Elliot

Lake area has acquired an internationally recognized reputation

for high reliability of supply. It has also built solid

relationships with major electric utilities around the world

and looks forward to extending those relationships further

into the future as and when deliveries under existing contracts

are completed.


